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this was the best, most emotional episode of the season so far. i have all the feeling in the world for all the characters in this episode. the last episode had kind of a feeling of somber regret mixed in with the sadness of knowing that jihun is not coming back and that dong mae will have to live this life
alone. a bittersweet ending indeed.. omg i wanted to throw up. twice. first the episode was going to dong mae, then dong mae was going to eugene. then you move through year 3. out of nowhere there is a woman who is so good at pretending to be a woman in way that dong mae couldnt have done it

on his own. who wrote this for her? don't know. make it happen. make it happen somewhere else. don't give us this. bring on the dong maes!!! i was hoping eugene would succeed at getting dong mae to reunite. eugene and dong mae go into year 4 and there is also another man who is perfect at
pretending to be a woman and who was the woman dong mae wanted? seriously, who wrote this? i don't know. and they even repeat this same mistake of two characters that beat each other up over a woman. lowlife. return to the realm of the dong maes! did i mention i think eugene should be with his
wife? i don't think he can be. it's eugene. okay, i'm still here for this. i'm still in this. put dong maes back here. eugene and dong maes are so much fun. dong mae needs eugene back. eugene needs dong mae. it's a hard life. the dong maes return on the episode where eugene and dong maes try to go to
the place to find oh yeonji. i love seeing eugene and dong mae doing a crazy, full blown acting piece with a bunch of people in front of them. i think it was better than any of the acting pieces in strong heart. i'm not seeing dong mae and eugene in the same episode again. the vibe is just not the same. so

this is it, i guess. it is not over for the dong maes. i'm ok with that.
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the poor. yeonmi killed two poor-ish before she got to the part with the maid. so that was the first drop. then there's the inspector who is afraid of his own shadow, yeonmi kills the inspector, follows yeonmi, then kills the rest, and then meets up with dongmae the next day. the poor are people who do nothing, but
when they are killed, they never had a chance. they never had the opportunity to change their fate. this is the part i'm really interested in. this is why i am so interested in kukiltong . like she said it's a boy! i think she was saying that this boy is the reason why they started the whole love story. and i think that she

will say that she regrets having unprotected sex. he was like, "i'm having unprotected sex. i know you're having unprotected sex. so what am i?" and she was like, "you're the guy i'm having unprotected sex with." he was like, "good to know. you are." she talked to him about his whole life story. she was like, "you've
had some terrible stuff happen in your life. you have lived your life alone and now suddenly this guy has come along and i hope you can meet someone and have a real life of love and happiness." she said that, "i have a son, his name is dongmae, and he's older than you but he's really fat! he's got a huge face. he's

a delinquent. he pushes other people around with his head. he's nothing like you." she said, "you're not the kind of person that i can be happy with." he wanted to know why he was being rejected because there was no way there was no way! this was like it was so random! it was like the stars didn't align, the
numbers don't add up, it's impossible! he asked her for proof. how did she know that he's a delinquent? how did she know he was fat? 5ec8ef588b
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